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Overhead View of Shower Units

Splash Pad and Adjacent Changing Rooms

Design For Dignity
Splash pads are a recent trend in residential park design – containing no standing water and 
therefore no lifeguards. Parents often take their young children to frolic in the water without 
the hassle of public pools and water parks. Similar spaces are being incorporated into urban 
settings to appeal to adults as well – incorporating mist for joggers or hydraulophones (water 
flutes). This trend seems to stem from a deeper issue regarding urban water features. 

This summer I participated in half-a-dozen splash pad designs for the growing suburban 
parks of Indianapolis; however, we came across much resistance when trying to implement 
standing water features in urban settings. Civic leaders expelled plans for water features 
in fear that the homeless would bathe in them and therefore project a poor image of 
Indianapolis. Unfortunately, this also means a diminished environment for the general 
public as well – similar to bench dividers meant to keep the homeless from lingering.

As a design solution should enhance the environment for all of its users, I purposed 
numerous water features around my hotel design for studio. I extended the Indianapolis 
Canal Walk into the site and included a central water fall and an adjacent splash pad. In an 
attempt at Designing for Dignity, I wanted to bridge the gap between homeless bathing and 
water features – partially returning their citizenship.

The site specific installation integrated showers and changing rooms into the program 
without compromising the hotel concept. The units provide accommodations for parents 
with children, facilities for the homeless, and integrate ADA accessibility. 

Designed for Dignity, these units attempt to restore citizenship to all its users rather than 
just a select few.

- Heated water provided from the solar hot water system on the roof extends 
usability beyond strictly summer months
- Elongated stalls allow individuals to bring in valuables while “parking” 
their shopping carts securely between the stalls 
- Simultaneously, this also allows for parents to assist their children.
- For safety, lighting and the stall base prevent individuals from hiding in 
the units
- Units do not draw attention to themselves
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

CITIZENSHIP
This particular favela in Porto Alegre, Brazil is

centered around a main recycling and education
center, which is adjacent to a moderately large sized
community park with a fenced in futbol (soccer)
field. It is littered with piles of trash taller than most
of the homes and it can be a chore to not step in dog
or horse feces. The feces, besides being disgusting
harbor many diseases that can soak into the local
water also. The point of this being that although the
residents are developing a sense of community and
entrepreneurship with the recycling center, they still
lack most of general luxuries we take for granted like
clean drinking water, trashless streets, and a general
absence of stray dogs and untethered horses.

DIGNITY
The design I proposed to this deplorable situation

offers at least some dignity to the community at
large. Seeking to follow in the design strategies and
material pallet that is widely available in the favela, I
implemented barrier walls that would follow the
natural topography of the site and at the same time
would prevent access of loose horses and dogs onto
the play space to help provide a safer environment.
The construction would be such that the residents
would easily be able to build and add on to the
proposal. It is meant to be inspiration for the
community to make its own so that the final product
is theirs.




